"nVB FOR THE SYMBOLS AT YOUR DOOR
It was really the same theme, you see, for this Carrots of the
eighteen-nineties and my still more forlorn young Carrots of the
Jieteen-forties: accused of dishonesty or greed, not understanding
what they had done, faithful sentinels to a literal idea that certain
symbols were currency for. the heart's wish and on these symbols
they must somehow fix their unwavering eyes. But the rest
was not so simple; money, as against what money could
buy, was sadly muddled up in their minds. I think in all our
™ibi the sitting-room of our house in Holland Park, when I was
a child, stood a box of "counters".   Children curiously take it
for granted that what is in their own home must as a matter of
courle exist in every other; I never doubted but that every child s
parents received the Lady's Pictorial and Black and White every
week;   and similarly I visualized every sitting-room all over
England with an occasional table and on it a square box, reddish-
brown, lacquered, gold-powdered, with the mysterious signature
slanted across it also in gold:   "Marquis .   I can no longer re-
member the chocolates which the box must have onginaUy con-
tained, though I expect they came from Paris and were brought
in by a respectful admirer of my pretty Viennese mother;  but
the counters I remember clearly:   smooth red, ivory white, as
large as crown pieces, slippery and opulent; Aese, in our juvenile
coinage, counted as "Tens";   a litter of smaller and quite trivial
reds and whites, were merely "Ones"; and loveliest of all, a roulade
of heavy golden coins-golden but not gold, though to me and
no doubt to Carrots, indistinguishable from sovereigns   (they
still are, except for a few man-made values)—these, of course,
served as "Twenties".   We were allowed to gamble madly with
the counters in a card game called " Yellow Dwarf , forbidden to
me at last by authority because "little Gladys gets so feverish and
excited" . . .   I must have looked like Gaspard in   Les Cloches
de Corneville", or Henry Irving in "The Bells .   By every moral
tale, this thwarted mama ought to have brought me to a bad
end-   suicide, say, in the gardens of Monte Carlo;  though as it
happens, I have never cared to gamble since entering my teens.
And during all my peaceful seaside holidays at or near Monte
Carlo during the ten years preceding this war, I only once entered
the gaming-rooms, after a dinner to celebrate Somerset Maugham s
birthday    I remained there reluctantly, and e-scaped as soon as he
had won enough at chemin de fer to change these symbols into

